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Winter Care Reminder

Hi Fruit Salad Tree Guardian,

Now that Winter is here, we've prepared some tips below for you to ensure your Fruit Salad Tree
grows to its full potential.

Erin walks us through the nursery on this first chilly day of Winter!
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Erin walks us through the nursery on this first chilly day of Winter!

WINTER CARE TIPS

Deciduous Trees

Stone Fruits and Multi-Apples

Don't be alarmed if your leaves are looking rusty or have red spots and discolouring and even all fallen off

because these trees are deciduous and their leaves should have almost completely fallen off for Winter. 

Leaves Not Falling Off?

There can be many reasons why the leaves have not yet fallen off by the end of Autumn or early Winter e.g. not

enough wind or not been cold enough for the leaves to fall etc. That's ok, give the leaves a helping hand and run

your hand along the branches and they should easily fall off.

Spraying Stone Fruit for Leaf Curl

During Winter, Stone Fruit trees need to be sprayed to combat diseases which will harm your tree. If you have

not applied the clean up spray of Lime Sulphur, then the new leaves of your Stone Fruit tree in Spring may

appear with buckled or twisted or have 'blister' type deformities on them. If you see this, then your tree has been

affected by "Leaf Curl", a very common disease with Stone Fruits, especially affecting Peaches and
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Nectarines.  You can only treat for Leaf Curl during Winter, at leaf fall/during dormancy. 

Lime Sulphur

Note: First spray application at leaf fall. Make sure you do this by mid JUNE for every climate.  

Be sure to spray Lime Sulphur on your Stone Fruit trees twice, waiting a week in between. Spray to the point of

run off for thorough coverage. See the inside back cover of your Care Instructions for further details. Lime

Sulphur is not a dangerous chemical (it is a bit smelly!) and you can purchase it anywhere where garden

products are sold. 

Tip: It's harder to get a good coverage of the spray onto

the wood of the branches if leaves are still on the tree.

So, apply the spray after the leaves have fallen. If

leaves have not fallen off, see above in Deciduous

Trees section and take them off yourself.

Copper

Note: Second Spray Application at Bud Swell (Winter

onward, depending on your climate)

If you miss spraying with the Lime Sulphur at leaf fall

and you find that the buds on your tree begin to swell,

getting a little bit "fluffy", it means it's getting ready to burst out with flowers (and fruits) and wake from dormancy.

It is now time to spray with Copper. The timing of Spraying with Copper is critical because if flowers burst out on

the tree before you spray with the copper, then it's too late for the protection spray to be effective. if you miss it,

be sure to spray it the next year!

Tip: If you only wish to apply one of the sprays, we would recommend the Lime Sulphur application as the timing

of the spraying is less critical.

Consequences of Missing Spray Applications

If you have not sprayed the tree for prevention of Leaf Curl this season then the tree will be set back a little now

and every year that the tree suffers from Leaf Curl, it will be weakened. There's nothing you can do about it once

you see Leaf Curl. Just remove those ugly curly leaves and new growth will follow with normal leaves. Make

sure you apply the two spray procedures next year. We'll also be reminding you!

 

Aphids

Spray Stone Fruit and Apples for Aphids

Have a look for a tiny black/brown/green insects on the new leaves emerging after dormancy, these are not your

friendly neighbourhood bugs, they are Aphids and can be active around July / August, attacking young new



friendly neighbourhood bugs, they are Aphids and can be active around July / August, attacking young new

growth. We use a spray called Pyrethrum to eradicate them, usually, just one application will do the job, but

check it in a few days and spray again if they are still moving. You can tell when they are dead because when

you shake the leaf, they fall off. This spray is not harmful to the tree or the fruit and very user-friendly. You may

not have this problem in your area and so may not have to spray.

 

Sun / Soil / Planting Distances 

Sun Requirements

All fruit trees need sun, best is all day sun, minimum is a

half day, no matter morning or afternoon sun. The

deciduous trees (Stone Fruits, Apples ) drop leaves

during late Autumn and Winter and at those times don't

require sun. So, when trees are active they require the

sun.

Soil Quality/Soil Preparation

All our fruit trees are best grown in a well balanced

potting mix which allows good drainage and together

with manure and organic content, provides good

moisture retention. If you have heavy clay, do not plant

trees in holes as the hole will act like a sump and hold

excess water. Good drainage is essential as they will

not tolerate water logging at the roots. We recommend

planting on a raised mound of conditioned soil. Mound

the soil to a depth of 2/3 of the pot, leaving 1/3 above ground. This will ensure good drainage from the top feeder

roots. 

Sandy soil can have organic matter added to it so it will retain moisture. Additives like organic matter e.g. animal

manure, horse and cow are very good, also add leaves and dried older grass clippings, compost is wonderful,

and if you can obtain some top soil, all these help to keep moisture available to the plant.

What is the ideal ph, acidic level, alkaline level?

Between 6.6 and 7.3 is usually classified as neutral. To change the alkaline type soil to more acidic, you could

add a little Sulphate of Ammonia. It would be a good idea to obtain a soil testing kit so you could keep checking

the level so as not to overdose.

If your soil is too acidic, then to make it more alkaline, add some Lime and Dolomite and we suggest using the



test kit to keep checking the levels.

How close can these trees be planted to other fruit trees?

Have a minimum of 2m between trunks, but that doesn't give walking space between trees. If you would like

walking space, you will have to go wider. You can plant closer as well, keeping in mind, branching will intertwine.

Just make sure you're fertilising enough for the closer proximity of the root systems.

Roots are not intrusive or destructive and the general rule is that they spread out about the same as the height,

so 1.5 - 2 metres for Citrus, 2.5 - 3 metres for Stone Fruit and Apples.

 

Fertilise All Trees

All fruit trees need fairly regular feeding. Ideally, feed three to four times a year, late Winter for early Spring

growth, then early Summer and early Autumn.

Make sure you vary your trees diet, slow release fertiliser is good (Osmocote with added trace elements), animal

manure e.g. cow, sheep, horse, chicken (Chicken is a stronger manure so put it on top of the mulch rather than

underneath) etc.  Other excellent fertilisers are compost, trace elements, blood and bone, and Citrus all round

fertiliser. From time to time you can add kitchen scraps under the mulch to attract earthworms.

Tip: When using fertilisers, keep it away from direct contact with the trunk of the tree. If you live in a frost prone

area, then it is best not to fertilise in late Autumn because this can encourage new growth that can be burnt off

with frost, wait for Spring.

Mulch

Top up mulch when required. The best mulch is a mixture of things like old grass clippings (not fresh as it heats

up and can burn the roots of a tree, let it dry out before raking), dried leaves is also very good, straw is excellent

too.  The thicker the better, it breaks down further over time, so it will need topping up every 4-6 months at least. 

It's very good for keeping the moisture level constant underground.

 

Annual Pruning

Citrus is ever-green so balancing and pruning your tree applies all throughout the year. After fruiting, cut back

just a little and thin out branching for sunlight penetration. Heavy pruning is not required.

Stone Fruits and Multi-Apples require balancing during their growing season. 



Winter Pruning

Apart from the continual pruning for balancing and for shape, apply additional pruning during late May/early

June. A guide for this is to prune 1/3 (young tree) to 1/2 (mature tree) of last season's growth. You can tell how

much the tree grew last season by the different colours of the bark. Cut just above an outward pointing bud, not a

bud on the inside of the branch because you don't need growth going in towards the middle of the tree. All

growth needs to point away from the centre. Keep the middle fairly clear so sunlight can penetrate through the

tree. Cut out any dead wood as well.

Shaping

The ideal shape of a tree is a red wine glass, curving out from the centre and upwards. All growth needs to be

encouraged in a direction away from the centre of the tree. Sunlight needs to be filtering to all branches and

fruits, so keep the centre of the tree reasonably open, some light branch work in the centre is ok. Prune out many

inward growing branches and those growing in the wrong direction. This will not harm the tree but redirects

energy to the outward growing branches.

Tip: Always cut above an outward pointing bud or leaf and thin out the laterals (sider branches) to make a strong

framework.

 

Trees Flowering

When your tree flowers, these flowers will eventually set into fruits. Exciting right?!

On the Stone Fruit tree, the pink flowers are the peaches and nectarines, even lighter pink flowers are the

peachcots, the lighter pink with darker pink surrounds are the apricots and the plums Citrus fruits are generally

all white flowers, however, the lemon flower has a purple base to the flower. Multi-Apples have white flowers. 

Important note: Plums "wake up" last, 2-3 weeks later than other Stone Fruits, with white flowers. Don't

think your Plum is dead, it's just "sleeping in"!

Remove First Fruits

First fruits will appear in approximately 6-18 months. The reason being, when we graft a tree, we use pieces of

wood from mature trees so there's not much waiting time for fruit to appear. However, because the tree is young,

it hasn't had much time to develop and grow the framework that is needed to hold the fruit it's trying to produce.

It's best to take off these first fruits when they are the size of a tiny pea and allow the framework (branches) of all

the grafts to develop first. This is especially important whilst the tree is young, especially the first year because

the branches need to become thick and strong to be able to hold the fruit. You don't want the tree getting

"bogged down" producing fruits. Leave just a couple of pieces of each and choose those pieces closest to the



thicker part of the branch, not at the very end of the branch where it's thinner. Keep growth of branches ahead of

the fruit production.

As the tree grows, thin out the amount of fruit to set, always promoting branch growth as well. Again, the

framework needs to be ahead of fruit production.

More fruit may be allowed to set on any faster-growing grafts, as that will slow down the growth of branches.

However, always reduce fruits on any slower growing grafts as this allows more energy to go into the growth of

the branches, don't slow it down further by allowing fruit production.

Be patient and keep each of the grafts growing at a similar rate, this is most important.

Once the tree has reached its full height and the branches are strong, you will no longer need to remove fruit.

You'll probably have to watch that each graft is strong enough to hold all the fruit it produces. Often some

thinning out of fruit is advisable so the weight of the fruit doesn't break branching. Every season allow the

increase in fruit production.

Growing in Pots 

What is a good size pot to start with?  

to begin with.  

What is a good potting mix to use?

Even good potting mixes are quite porous so, we

recommend 50/50 good top soil with good potting mix,

any amount of compost is good, also mushroom

compost. 

 

Adding slow release fertilisers with trace elements is

good. e.g. in a 9 litre bucket of soil/potting mix add

quarter cup of slow release fertiliser, OR other fertilisers

like cow/sheep in the same bucket ratio would be 3

cups, however, the stronger fertiliser like chicken

manure, you would only use 2 cups to the bucket, 5

cups or more for bland horse manure.  This is a guide. 

Only use one application each time. Cow is best!

Repotting

Check out the root system, if the roots

are wrapping around outside and quite tight in the pot, you will need to decide whether you want to maintain that



same pot size or take the tree up to the next size pot. It is desirable to transplant during these cooler

months, however, transplanting can actually be done at any time of the year. During the warmer months, wait

until the cool part of day to plant out. 

Upsizing Your Pot

When potting up to the next size, knock off half the soil at least. Have a good potting mix/topsoil ready, perhaps

with a few handfuls of Osmocote (slow release fertiliser) mixed with it, tease out the roots so they are not tightly

woven and replant with the new soil, watering well to avoid air pockets. Water well each day and keep in semi-

shade for about 3 days. 

Fertilise every 3 – 4 months during growth periods, cow manure is best (the older the better – it's well balanced),

not always using the same commercial fertiliser e.g. blood + bone, but vary the diet. Apply winter pruning, see

above.

Maintaining the same Pot size

To maintain same pot size, those tightly congested roots wrapping around the outside of the root system need to

be cut off. Then shake off at least half the soil and repot into the same size pot with fresh soil mix, adding

fertilisers such as Osmocote (mix with the new soil) or cow manure (the older the better). Other fertilisers are

ok too, but don't always use the same thing with the commercial fertilisers e.g. blood + bone. Be sure to reduce

branching by the winter pruning as a "balance" to compensate for the loss of its roots. Continue each year with

this process and also check the inner core root system, thin out as well when it develops a thicker root system.

From Pot to the Ground

Some people decide to plant into the ground after some years in a pot simply because they want more quantity

of fruit from a bigger tree, and so they allow it to grow to its full height. If possible, early winter is the best time to

do that.

Balancing the Growth of Each Graft

It is really important that you follow the two Special Care Requirements in order to keep your tree balanced. If

you do not continually follow them, you will eventually end up losing at least some of the grafts. One fruit's

branch work (graft) will end up dominating and taking over the tree at the expense of the other grafts; this then

obviously defeats the purpose of having a Fruit Salad tree. If you have not been following the two Care

Requirements, the best thing to do is start now! 

 

SPECIAL CARE REQUIREMENTS
1. Maintain Balanced Growth of Grafts

BALANCING VIDEO HERE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8jCwAnUpNgE


BALANCING VIDEO HERE

Establish a well 'balanced' tree by cutting back the more vigorous growing grafts anytime during the growing

season, approximately once or twice a month. This is especially important while the tree is young and

developing. Thin out the branching of each graft as needed, to equalise growth vigour otherwise the more

vigorous growers will become bigger/stronger and dominate at the expense of the slower growers.

Do not just look at how long branches are and compare, also look at how many branches each graft has. If one

graft has 6 branches and the others less, then cut back some of the branching of the bigger one because more

energy is being stored in the bigger graft. The thickness of the branch coming from the main central stem of the

tree is an indicator of how much energy it's consuming. 

Hint: Keep each graft confined to grow in its own area of the tree; this will assist in recognising the faster and

slower growers.

2. Remove Rootstock Growth

Check out our ROOTSTOCK VIDEO HERE

All new shoots emerging from the main central stem of the tree or from ground level must be removed. This is

the growth of the rootstock tree. The only purpose of the rootstock is to nourish the grafts attached to it.

Hint: Identify the different grafts growing from the main central stem e.g. put a dub of paint on them (this has

been done for you when you first get the tree from us). These are the anchor points of each graft. Check and

remove all other growth from the main central stem (rootstock).

Note: Citrus rootstock has long thorns and a small 3 pronged leaf so is easier to identify.

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8jCwAnUpNgE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pob3mS7g6pM


 

If you have any further questions, check the Frequently Asked Questions on our website, or

contact us for further information and we will be happy to help you out.

Keep up the good care of your Fruit Salad Tree for bountiful fruits and enjoyment!

Yours in Gardening,

The Fruit Salad Tree team
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